Social and News Media Enable Estimation of Epidemiological Patterns Early in the 2010 Haitian Cholera Outbreak
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Abstract. During infectious disease outbreaks, data collected through health institutions and official reporting structures may not be available for weeks, hindering early epidemiologic assessment. By contrast, data from informal media are typically available in near real-time and could provide earlier estimates of epidemic dynamics. We assessed correlation of volume of cholera-related HealthMap news media reports, Twitter postings, and government cholera cases reported in the first 100 days of the 2010 Haitian cholera outbreak. Trends in volume of informal sources significantly correlated in time with official case data and was available up to 2 weeks earlier. Estimates of the reproductive number ranged from 1.54 to 6.89 (informal sources) and 1.27 to 3.72 (official sources) during the initial outbreak growth period, and 1.04 to 1.51 (informal) and 1.06 to 1.73 (official) when Hurricane Tomas afflicted Haiti. Informal data can be used complementarily with official data in an outbreak setting to get timely estimates of disease dynamics.

INTRODUCTION

Amidst existing poor healthcare, water, and sewage infrastructure, Haiti suffered a devastating earthquake in January 2010. The combination of these factors left the country vulnerable to the emergence of cholera for the first time in a century. There have been over 380,000 reported cases and 5,800 reported deaths (as of July 10, 2011). Sequencing of Vibrio cholerae isolates from the outbreak showed that the epidemic was likely the result of the introduction, through human activity, of a V. cholerae strain from a distant geographic source.1,2 The initial cases were reported in the Artibonite department in Haiti and subsequently spread to all 10 administrative departments. In addition, the same strain of cholera was detected in other countries, including the neighboring Dominican Republic and the United States within 28 days3,4 with subsequent spread to Venezuela, Mexico, Spain, and Canada. Although control measures for the epidemic have been initiated, the unique instigation and geographic spread of this epidemic highlighted the need for improvements in country-level and global outbreak surveillance for the increasing number and types of infectious disease events around the world.

The Haitian Ministry of Public Health (Ministère de la Santé Publique et de la Population, MSPP) has published data facilitating studies examining the evolution of the epidemic.5 Groups have used this official data to estimate key epidemic parameters and simulate the impact of preventive and reactive interventions to control disease spread over time.6–8 Retrospective analyses dependent on data reporting from public health sources are often temporally limited; alternative data sources may provide an opportunity to collect early information about how an epidemic is unfolding, and thus the opportunity for the implementation of more timely and effective interventions.

Here, we investigate the use of alternative data sources for understanding disease epidemiology. The Internet has become one of these sources, used ubiquitously by a variety of groups including clinicians, public health practitioners, and laypeople, to seek health information. In addition, the Internet serves as an accessible reservoir for the public regarding official announcements disseminated by government agencies and informal news from press reports, blogs, chat rooms, web searches, and media reports.9 In particular, volume of some Internet metrics such as web searches or microblogs have been shown to be a good corollary for public health events.10,11 In this study, we evaluate trends in the volume of online social and news media to determine whether they correlate with officially reported disease measures, and we show their potential use in estimating a key epidemic parameter.

METHODS

Data sources. We examined data from the first 100 days (October 20, 2010 through January 28, 2011) of the Haitian cholera outbreak from three sources: HealthMap, Twitter, and MSPP. Here, we refer to data from HealthMap and Twitter, which are unvetted by government or multilateral bodies such as the World Health Organization (WHO), as “informal.” We refer to data from the MSPP, a government body, as “official.”

Overview of MSPP data. Since the first weeks of the cholera outbreak in Haiti, the MSPP has published official data6; this data includes daily tallies of cholera cases, cholera-related hospitalizations, and deaths, reported by department. As is common with information requiring officiating through multiple organizational levels and in a complex situation such as a disaster, the MSPP daily data regarding the Haiti cholera outbreak are published in batches, and can appear with a time lag anywhere from ~7 to 14 days. Reports are updated retrospectively with new reports updating counts from previous days as the information being sourced changes. For this analysis, we used the total cholera cases seen as reported by the MSPP (Supplemental Figure S1).

Overview of HealthMap and Twitter data. The first informal source we examined was news media volume acquired via HealthMap (see: http://www.healthmap.org). HealthMap is an automated surveillance platform that continually identifies, characterizes, and maps events of public health and medical importance, including outbreaks and epidemics.12 Information sources for HealthMap include news media sources and
To understand the temporal relationship between the HealthMap, Twitter, and MSPP data, we computed the Pearson’s cross-correlation coefficient, \( \rho \), between each pair of the unfiltered data sources. Examination of autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation function plots of the raw data did not dictate any prefiltering necessary to account for underlying trends. This metric measures the strength of the linear association of two waveforms as a function of a time lag applied to the start of the outbreak. Tweets containing the word cholera that did not have to do with Haiti were sparse, thus we used the global volume of Tweets. Content of the Tweets included personal concerns from family or friends, local happenings on the ground, and reiteration of news reports. “Sitting w/a father who just lost his 7-year old to cholera. Reality still has not hit,” “My visit to Saint Nicolas hospital in Saint Marc, As Haiti is still fighting Cholera” are example messages posted on Twitter early in the outbreak.

**Analytical framework.** To evaluate the use of informal sources for understanding the epidemic over time, we first examined three major time periods of activity for correlation between the curves, which are illustrated in Figure 2. The first time period is during the initial phase of the outbreak, October 20 (the date of the first officially reported case data from the MSPP) to November 3 (the date when the original peak of cases subsides). The second time period represents the increase in cases around the timing of Hurricane Tomas. Tomas was first classified as a tropical storm on October 29, and was at Hurricane status when it passed closest to Haiti on November 5. We chose November 3–December 1 to encompass the anticipation of this event, the event, and repercussions, which also corresponded to the second peak of cases. Finally, we chose the 100 days from the start of the outbreak as the third time period. Of note, Twitter data was unavailable from January 25 to January 30, and therefore contained six fewer data points.
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**Figure 1.** Time and space distribution of HealthMap alerts for the first one hundred days of the Haiti cholera outbreak. Each HealthMap alert (marked by a circle colored corresponding to its date) is precise placed to an exact latitude and longitude, and could also be generalized to the administrative areas it falls within. The 10 departments (largest administrative jurisdiction) of Haiti and 41 arrondissements (next largest administrative jurisdiction) are outlined in dark and light borders, respectively.
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**Figure 2.** Daily reported case data for all departments from the Haiti Ministry of Health (solid), daily volume of primary HealthMap alerts (dashed), and daily volume of Twitter posts containing the word “cholera” or “#cholera” (dotted). Each curve has an initial peak at the onset of the outbreak (dark grey), and a peak during the time that Hurricane Tomas affected Haiti (medium grey). The first 100 days of the outbreak are shaded in light grey. Ministère de la Santé Publique et de la Population (MSPP) case counts peak again in late December, although HealthMap and Twitter volume only have daily variations during this time.
one of them, and does not depend on the units in which the two variables are measured\textsuperscript{15}; temporal resolution was at the level of days.

Next, we created epidemic curves from the cumulative volume of informal data (from each of HealthMap and Twitter) and MSPP-reported case burden to make estimates of the effective reproductive number from each source. The effective reproductive number, $R_e$, is the mean number of secondary cases generated by the average infectious individual after an epidemic has begun. This important epidemic parameter can be estimated using the Lotka-Euler equation,\textsuperscript{16} which relates $R_e$ to the distribution of mean serial interval (the time between infections in consecutive generations) and the epidemic growth rate. Early in an epidemic, the effective reproductive number closely approximates the basic reproductive number. We estimated the growth rate from the epidemic curves during two phases of exponential growth that occurred in all three data sources: an initial period of rapid growth as the cholera epidemic originally spread (phase 1, ~October 20–30), and another period of rapid disease spread during flooding experienced after Hurricane Tomas (phase 2, ~November 7–19) (Figure 3).

Estimates for the serial interval of cholera can vary highly because of environmental factors influencing the disease’s spread. Cholera can be transmitted from person to person through contaminated food or household water sources, or through environmental aquatic reservoirs, where it may survive for weeks to months. Person-to-person spread would be associated with a serial interval on the order of a couple days, whereas environmental transmission may be associated with serial intervals of weeks. Studies of household transmission do not necessarily indicate person-to-person transmission, but nevertheless provide the best data on time between observed cases. We used a range of 1–9 days, which was supported by clinical evidence from household studies of cholera transmission\textsuperscript{17–20} (Supplemental Table S1). In addition, for understanding the distribution of the mean serial interval, we combined data from two of the household studies reporting time between appearance of initial and secondary cases in a household, and fit the curve of days between cases to an exponential distribution (exponential fit, $R^2 = 0.800, 0.635$, respectively).\textsuperscript{19,21} We also addressed the possibility of transmission through purely environmental routes, with longer serial intervals, by extending our sensitivity analysis to mean serial intervals up to 30 days (Supplemental Figure S2).

For an exponentially distributed mean serial interval time with mean $T_s = 1/b$ (where $b$ is the rate of leaving the infectious stage in a susceptible-infectious-recovered model), there is a linear relationship between growth rate, $r$, and the reproductive number\textsuperscript{16}:

$$R_e = 1 + rT_s.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The latency period of cholera is small (on the order of hours\textsuperscript{22}) compared with the serial interval, allowing us to ignore latency in these analyses (Supplemental Figure S3).

Growth rates were measured from periods of exponential growth in each epidemic curve, allowing for the longest amount of time in which exponential growth occurred in each phase (10 and 12 days for phases 1 and 2, respectively). The reproductive number was calculated from each data source using the measured growth rate and the selected range of serial intervals. Error for our estimates of $R_e$ were calculated through propagation of uncertainty from the growth rate and serial interval parameters. Error from the growth rate was determined by the 95\% confidence interval (CI) from the exponentially fitted parameter. For the serial interval parameter, error was determined based on the standard deviation of the selected distribution. Statistical analyses were conducted using the statistical software R, version 2.130 (R Foundation, Vienna, Austria).

RESULTS

Comparison of MSPP and informal data. Cases of cholera in Haiti were first confirmed by October 19.\textsuperscript{1} The first case and hospitalization reports from the MSPP are from October 20. On the same day there were three HealthMap alerts reporting deaths in the preceding days from a diarrhea outbreak and suspected cholera. News articles confirming cholera appeared on October 21; on this day there were 51 HealthMap alerts, followed by hundreds in each of the subsequent days. The first cholera Tweets were on October 21; on this day there were 1,995 HealthMap alerts, and thousands on each of the subsequent days.

Initially, we compared total HealthMap volume over time to MSPP data. There was a large spike at the outset of the cholera outbreak, and during the initial days of influence of Hurricane Tomas, which was anticipated to and did increase cholera cases in Haiti and surrounding regions. To account for this media spike we filtered the histogram to incorporate only “primary” articles (an article in the HealthMap database is deemed primary if it is the first article containing new information, and subsequent articles containing the same information are “children” of that article). The total article volume peaks occurred concurrently with peaks of the primary article volume during this study. Figures 3 and 4 incorporate this filtered, “primary” HealthMap article volume over time.

HealthMap and Twitter data both showed distinct peaks at the outset of the outbreak (from October 20 to November 3 there were 995 primary HealthMap alerts about the outbreak and
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65,728 cholera-related Tweets), and during the period of influence by Hurricane Tomas (from November 3 to December 1, 2,248 HealthMap alerts, 84,992 Tweets), which correspond to the trend observed in the MSPP case volume.

In total for the time period between October 21 and January 28, we captured 188,819 tweets and 4,697 HealthMap primary alerts. There was also a third peak in the MSPP data around the second week of December that did not appear in the informal data (Figure 2).

**Temporal correlation of data.** Informal data sources (HealthMap, Twitter) had the highest correlation in time at 0 days lag for all three time periods (October 20–November 3: \( \rho = 0.81, 95\% \text{ CI} = 0.64–0.91 \); November 3–December 1: \( \rho = 0.77, 95\% \text{ CI} = 0.64–0.86 \); and October 20–January 28: \( \rho = 0.80, 95\% \text{ CI} = 0.75–0.84 \) (Table 1). In comparing MSPP hospitalization data with HealthMap data, a better correlation was observed in the first two time periods (October 20–November 3: \( \rho = 0.76, 95\% \text{ CI} = 0.55–0.88 \); November 3–December 1: \( \rho = 0.76, 95\% \text{ CI} = 0.63–0.85 \), with poorer correlation in the third time period (October 20–January 28: \( \rho = 0.41; 95\% \text{ CI} = 0.29–0.51 \)). Similarly, MSPP hospitalization data had higher correlation with Twitter data in the first two periods (October 20–November 3: \( \rho = 0.86, 95\% \text{ CI} = 0.71–0.93 \); November 3–December 1: \( \rho = 0.57, 95\% \text{ CI} = 0.36–0.72 \)), but lower in the third period (October 20–January 28: \( \rho = 0.25; 95\% \text{ CI} = 0.13–0.37 \)). The MSPP case data precedes the HealthMap and Twitter day by 1 day (best correlation with data lagged by 1 day).

**Effective reproductive number estimates.** Figure 4 shows how estimates of \( R_e \) vary based on the chosen mean serial interval. For our estimated range of the mean serial interval, estimates of \( R_e \) using the informal sources ranged from 1.54 to 6.89 (Figure 4A) and 1.04 to 1.51 (Figure 4B), and using the official data were between 1.27 and 3.72 (Figure 4A) and 1.06 and 1.73 (Figure 4B). Thus, the \( R_e \) estimates were most similar in phase 2 (estimates from official and informal sources differed by 1.9–14.6%), and for smaller mean serial interval assumptions in phase 1 (20% at mean serial interval of 1 day). We also examined how these estimates vary based on the number of days used to extract the growth rate during each phase (Figure 5). Earliest estimates of \( R_e \) from informal data sources would be up to 3.5 times larger than those made from observation of data through the end of the exponential growth period. Estimates of \( R_e \) from official data were up to 2.4 times higher when using data from the initial portion of the epidemic compared with data through the entire exponential growth period. Error of the \( R_e \) estimates are illustrated in Supplemental Figure S4.

**DISCUSSION**

In the early days of a disease outbreak, clinicians, public health officials, and policy makers need rapidly available data to plan a response to an impending epidemic. Data collected and reported through official public health institutions is often not available for weeks while reporting mechanisms are established.
and bolstered. We examined data from two informal sources—HealthMap and Twitter, made available on the Internet in real-time, to determine whether the trend in volume over time of such reports would correlate with the trend in volume of cases reported through official mechanisms over time. We found that in the 2010 Haitian cholera outbreak, there was good correlation between trends in volume over time of informal data and officially reported case data, during the initial stages of an outbreak or relevant event. We demonstrate one potential use of this informal data early in an outbreak to gain early insight into an evolving epidemic—estimating the reproductive number of the cholera epidemic, which has important implications for the implementation of disease control measures.

Informal media sources such as search query volume have previously been shown to be accurate metrics for “predicting present activity” in economics, sales, disease prevalence, and consumer activity. Here for the first time, we show their use in monitoring an outbreak of a neglected tropical disease in a resource-limited setting and in estimating the effective reproductive number of the cholera epidemic, which has important implications for the implementation of disease control measures.

Informal media sources such as search query volume have previously been shown to be accurate metrics for “predicting present activity” in economics, sales, disease prevalence, and consumer activity. Here for the first time, we show their use in monitoring an outbreak of a neglected tropical disease in a resource-limited setting and in estimating the effective reproductive number of an epidemic, to gain early insight into disease dynamics.

We found that data from the informal sources correlated best with MSPP data with a 1 day lag, meaning that the changes in volume occurred 1 day later in those sources than in MSPP data. However, these data sources are made publicly available in real-time, whereas MSPP data is released with up to 2 weeks of delay. Thus, because access to informal sources is possible in near real-time, estimates from these data sources can be made earlier than from formal sources, which are available after delays incurred in the traditional chain-of-command structure of public health. The use of electronic sources can also facilitate finer temporal resolution than more traditional data streams; often at the level of single days or better. Consequently, estimates derived from these data sources can be generated very early and often, with the potential to precede insight available from official sources. Electronic sources also offer very fine spatial resolution, which is not explored in this study. Near real-time estimates of epidemic activity may provide valuable insights into the trajectory of an infectious disease outbreak, help project the spread of an epidemic, and provide guidance on the magnitude of control measures needed. The reproductive number can be used to determine the proportion of the population that needs to be immunized to contain an epidemic, or the proportion that will be infected when the disease reaches its endemic equilibrium.

In the study presented here, we found that trends in the volume of informal media sources correlated with trends in official case volume early in the epidemic, during periods of exponential growth, where estimates of $R_e$ are made. We showed how estimation of $R_e$ can vary based on the number of days used to determine this growth rate. Very early estimates from media sources diverged much more than early estimates from official data, indicating a media amplification effect around initial news of an event. During the second period of exponential growth (around the time of Hurricane Tomas), the growth rates were very similar for informal sources and official sources. This could suggest that the media amplification effect may be more important around the time of a new outbreak, whereas this phenomenon is less relevant as an epidemic continues to spread. Because epidemic curves from informal sources had exponential growth during corresponding time periods, estimates of the reproductive number could be made within 10 days of the outbreak onset. Although correlation was not good later in the epidemic, it was strong during
for and reconciling these spikes in time-series data, and these methods could be incorporated into future work. Additionally, broadening our inclusion criteria to include Tweets that also contained words such as “diarrhea” or “vomiting” would have increased the sensitivity of captured Tweets, but decreased the specificity. Finally, we found that correlation between informal media sources and case numbers was not significant later in the epidemic, which may be an important limitation of this method late in epidemics.

We have shown here that social and news media sources yielded data that correlated well with officially reported data from the MSPP. Furthermore, at the early stages of an outbreak informal sources can be indicative not just that an outbreak is occurring, but can highlight disease dynamics through estimation of a key epidemic parameter, the reproductive number. Social and news media such as from HealthMap and Twitter are a cost-effective data source. Further research is needed to determine if informal media will be a good measure of morbidity in other epidemics, and how such sources can best be used for monitoring and characterizing future infectious disease epidemics. The next steps would also entail studying how this could be done prospectively. These methods are not a replacement for traditional surveillance methods; however, our results show that these sources can be used to complement current methods for early estimation of epidemiological parameters.
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